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SUMMARY

Using the concept of surface tension thickness, the mathematical ill—

posedness of the two fluids equation system can now be removed by splitting

the pressure discontinuity existing at the interface of the two fluids. The bulk

modulus L] and L2, derived from the concept of the surface tension thickness,

make two fluids equation system become hyperbolic type. The hyperbolic

equation system has five complete sets of eigenvectors, each of which has real

eigenvalues. Three sets of them represent the propagation speeds of physical

properties corresponding flow regimes such as dispersed, slug, and separated

flows. For transient regimes, the eigenvalues of hyperbolic equation system

exhibit chaos or random behavior. The propagation characteristics of these

eigenvalues agree well with both the experimental data and other theoretical

results in two-phase mixture. It is shown that the surface tension thickness

makes essential role to classify the flow characteristics. The hyperbolicity of the

model allows the application of advanced numerical upwind techniques such as

Flux Vector Splitting (FVS) method. The numerical tests show that the

characteristics of the equation system clearly classify typical flow regimes. In

conclusion, the present hyperbolic model is considered as a new methodology

without introducing numerical diffusion or artificial damping generally exhibited

in two fluids, two-phase analysis.
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L
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p
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Subscripts
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i
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m

Superscripts

n
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interface physical property
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index of each set of eigenvalue
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1. Introduction

The hypothetical Gibbs' dividing surfacefl] postulates interface between the

liquid and gas discontinity. This postulation is, however, neither unique nor free

from criticism by other scientists although it has played crucial role in the

thermodynamics because of some significant advantages. For instance,

Guggenheim[2] proposed two mathematical planes that isolate the transition

zone of surface tension. These two conflicting ideas suggest nothing but the

uncertainty on surface tension thickness which has been roughly defined in

statistical mechanics. Kirkwood and Buffs [3] mechanical definition of surface

tension adopts a strip of unit width, normal to the Gibbs' dividing surface on

which the tangential stress is transmitted to yield the overall surface tension.

Fitts and Welsh [4] attempt to estimate the thickness of interfacial surface by

fitting model density profile to the experimentally determined surface tension.

However, these theories have elicited virtually no impact on the

thermodynamics issue. The thickness of surface tension can now be

quantitatively evaluated by the characteristic theory developed from the

conservation equations of the two fluids flow in the frame of continuum

mechanics. Along with this development, the mathematical ill-posedness of the

two-phase equation system [5,6,7,8] is now removed and the desired hyperbolic

formulation becomes possible.

It is well known that many equation systems describing two fluid, two-phase

flow under a common pressure field possess complex characteristics and, hence,

are ill-posed problems. The complex characteristics associated with the two-

phase flow imply unbounded exponential growth for small disturbances.

Although no appropriate method for solving such problem might be stable in the



usual sense, the basic equation system of two-phase flow is widely used. This

nonphysical instability associated with the basic equations is often damped by

numerical techniques or additional momentum exchange terms[9]. During past

decades many researchers have tried to modify the governing equations to make

all characteristic roots be real. The systematic derivation of the governing

equations is largely attributed to the work of Delhaye[10]. Typical formulation

for two fluids, two-phase flow is classified into single-pressure and two-

pressure models. The single-pressure models commonly including virtual mass

effect do not have stable solutions for all physically interesting conditions.

Although, stable numerical solutions might be obtained practically on coarse

computational nodes, this numerical scheme is generally not able to predict local

flow phenomena characterized by the abrupt change of physical properties. The

development of the two-pressure modelsf 11,12,13] were motivated by the fact

that the existing single-pressure models do not result in a system of hyperbolic

equations. These models possess real characteristics and are numerically stable

as long as some convective limit may be satisfied. Since the two-pressure model

does not include a constraint between phasic pressures, it is not applicable to all

flow regimes. Therefore these models require additional momentum exchange

terms or artificial damping terms in order to get stable solutions. To overcome

the limitations of these models, a new hyperbolic equation system has been

developed based on the concept derived from surface tension thickness. It

satisfies necessary conditions for well-posedness without using the virtual mass

or the other artificial terms. It allows individual application of FVS method[14]

to each flow regime, which leads to direct use of a characteristic direction of the

flow field instead of upwinding method commonly employed in FDM or FEM,

and hence it can reduce numerical diffusion and/or artificial viscosity effects.



The classical two-fluid model had been derived by Delhaye based on

macroscopic relationships of instantaneous space-averaged values for all state

and flow parameters. The general formulation of one dimensional mass and

momentum equations for two fluids can be written as:

dt

dt dx 3c dx (2)

where M* represents the momentum exchange term at interface, commonly

known as virtual mass effect. The <j>c,k and ^ on the right hand side are source

terms for mass and momentum equations of each phase. The above equation

system has more unknown variables than equations. Therefore, some

simplifications must be made, or additional equations should be introduced in

order to make the system be closure. In this study, a new concept introducing

surface tension thickness has been developed in order to resolve the pressure

discontinuity existing in two fluids, two-phase model.



2. Pressure constraint

The surface tension equation, pg-pi=2a/R, was given by Young and Laplace

for a sphere of radius R and surface tension a as shown in Fig. 1.

P' Pl R (3)

To introduce a new pressure constraint, Young and Laplace's equation is

reformulated using the surface tension thickness. It is very thin film of which

inner radius is Rg and outer radius Ri:

_25ja'\25 (
rp,=- 1-

R,-Rt=5

where R is replaced by Rg+S/2 or RiS/Z the distance from the center of the

sphere to the middle of the thin film. It is noted that, if 5 is zero, the product

term on the right hand side becomes indefinite because an infinite value is

multiplied to zero. However, it is possible that the product has a finite value,

Pg-pi, if a nonzero value exists for the surface thickness 5, which is hypothetical

interfacial thickness estimated earlier in statistical mechanics[15,16]. Thin film

of thickness S divides the inner gas and the outer liquid. When the surface area

and the volume of radius Rg+S/2 are denoted by Ax and Vg respectively, the

increments in the surface area and the volume of radius Rg+6/2, corresponding

to the increment in the inner radius of the sphere, ARg, can be related as:



(6)

1
2{AV,) R,-S/2 (7)

These equations satisfy the geometrical relation, AV%~-AVU and Eq. (5). Using

Eqs. (4)-(7), the resulting pressure discontinuity for a bubble in the liquid can be

written into:

(8)

The first term in the right-hand side 4o/S is equivalent to the Lagrangian

multiplier which have very important role to distinguish the two-phase flow

characteristics of the equation system, and the second term in the parentheses

may be treated as a Slack variable used in the principles of optimal

design[17,18]. In order to classify the pressure discontinuity, we split the phasic

pressure difference of Eq. (8) and the multiplier into two fluids components as

follows:

(9)

where Z* has a form of bulk modulus. Therefore, Eq. (8) can be separated by

using Eqs. (8)-(10), according to the phasic components.



Since the multipliers, Li and Lg have pressure dimension, we propose that each

ratio of the interfacial pressure difference to the phasic pressure difference is

equal to that of each bulk property as follows and Fig. 2.

(Pt-Pi) h+L> (12)

(Pi-Pi) _ Li

(/>,-/>») L*+L> (13)

With taking limit, ARg-M), for the total volume V=V/+Vg, Eq. (11) can now be

generally reformulated with separated forms:

da

(Pi-Pl)-zr'=^imE,
* (15)

where,

'~ ** ' * (16)

( 1 7 )

Where a, is an interfacial area intensity defined as A\ /V. As a consequence the

coefficient fa is a function of interface geometry and becomes Rk /2 for a

spherical bubble. For practical two-phase flow, fig =fii, and it is well established

according to approaches based on geometry[19] (Table 1). The right-hand

6



sides of Eqs. (14) and (15) are defined in the product forms, very small slack

variable en multiplied by new multiplier Z*. This leads to the crucial consequence

that the notion of surface tension acting on a "thin film" eliminates the

mathematical ill-posedness of the two-phase flow formulation from which the

scientists have been suffered for a long time.



3. Characteristic analysis of the hyperbolic equation system

For the purpose of characteristic analysis, it is convenient to expand all

derivatives in the conservation equations, and rearrange to eliminate the density

derivatives. When one uses the isentropic pressure-density relation dpk=dpk/Ck

and the identity cpg /ck=cfri /<k from Eq. (3) for the constants a and S, the

conservation Eqs (1) and (2) can be changed to a primitive form including the

four primitive variables; Og, pg and flow speeds v̂ , vt. The resulting system of

the equations is summarized as follows.

mass conservation:

dat a
t ^Pg ^g agvg ^Pg ^g

a, dp. da a.v, dp

VT-mlfVi/¥'i^ (19)

momentum conservation:

^'p't^ ( 2 0 )
da dat ,

3c OK ' (21)

Where <j>m,k is changed to $'„,* including the source terms of Eqs. (20) and (21).

The first terms on the source term of Eqs. (20) and (21) can be calculated from

Eqs. (16) and (17). It is independent of the characteristics of equation system.

8



The coupled quasi-linear partial differential equation system can be represented

in a compact matrix form:

dt dx (22)

where A and B are coefficient matrices for time and space derivatives, U is a

state vector containing the four primitive variables; Og, pg, Vg, and v/. C is source

vector implying empirical correlations. The eigenvalues A's of the coefficient

matrix G=A"'B of Eq. (22) are determined from the roots of the characteristic

equation, that is, Det(G-M)=0. The roots of the equation have three sets of

four eigenvalues depending on the values Lg and U, and each set of four

eigenvalues individually corresponds to a flow regime such as slug, dispersed

and separated flow(Table2). The fourth polynomial of the characteristic

equation is given as follows:

v/)
1

+/:3 (23)

afi +C?C]a,pt

(24)
_ L^Q +ClC)a,p,
~ a,p,C)+afptf (25)

_ C^C^(a,Lt +atL,)

a,p,C]+a,p,q (26)

where Ki,K.2 and K3 can be expressed by Z*. a*, pk and C*. The three sets of

four eigenvalues are shown in Table3. The characteristic equation have five sets



of four eigenvalues depending on the values Lg and U, All the eigenvalues and

corresponding eigenvectors have analytical form of major flow parameters.

Table 2 shows the five sets of eigenvalues according to the value of the

parameters, Li, Lg. . The eigenvalues of the cases 1 and 4 in Table 2 have no

physical meaning but these cases have merely symmetrical relations to the case 2

and case 5 respectively. The eigenvalue sets of cases 2, 3 and 5 represent the

effective sonic speeds in three different flow regimes.

To verify the characteristics of the equation system, the eigenvalues of the

characteristic equation were compared with the experimental data for sound

speed measured by Henry, Grolenes and Fauske [20] and the other theoretical

results driven by Nguyen et. al, [21] based on the elastic theory. The speed of

sound given by experiments, which is equivalent to "total speed of sound", may

be expressed as a mathematical form of A/, Ag and the void fraction. The

pressure wave propagation mechanisms can be distinguished physically due to

the flow regimes or void distributions as shown in Fig. 3.

' " l> (27)

where X{, Xg are effective speeds of sound for each phase, which are different

from single-phase sound speeds Q, Cg. They correspond to the values of Xj, X2

or X3, A4 in Table 2 respectively. The theoretical values of the total speed of

sound Ct are compared with the present results in Table 3. The present results

also show good agreements with experiment for all flow regimes as shown in



Figs. 4 through 8. For the separated flow, the present results are really identical

with that of Nguyen in both phases (Table 3), while the lower curve in Figs. 7

and 8 can not be compared with the result due to the insufficient experimental

data. In consequence, the present hyperbolic two-phase model can distinguish

an individual flow regime by the characteristics of the equation system.



4. Surface Tension Effects and Chaos in Two Fluids Equation

System

For all physical state of interests in two fluids mixture, the analytic

expression of eigenvalues could not be obtained due to the complexity of the

equation. Thus numerical calculation has been performed to find out whether

roots are real or complex through point by point calculations. Here, for the

investigation of relatively violent mixing mode, we set ag=0.5 and v?=20, vf=10

m/s at atmospheric pressure of saturation water-vapor. The regions of four

different root patterns are indicated in Fig. 9 according to the Li, Lg. In Fig.

9(a), the points " •", "O", and ' W stand for 4 real roots, two real and a double

root, and a double root and two complexes, respectively. Any real roots could

not be found in the other white region. The Fig. 9 (b)-(d) shows individually

zoomed regions of Fig. 9(a). Especially the distributions of root patterns near

origin, that is, L[~0, Lg~0, were plotted point by point in Fig. 9 (c) and (d), here

the points ' W , "#" , and " •" correspond to the points " •", "O", and ' » ' ,

respectively. The root patterns depending on the Li, and L2 show fractal near

the origin, where the magnitude of surface tension is negligible. From these

fractal map, one can see the major reason why the classical equation system of

two fluids model has instability caused by small disturbances near the origin.

Also chaotic behavior occurs at the borders between the regions distinguished

by four root patterns. We need to study further on these chaotic regions.

Physically allowable ranges of bulk moduli Li and Lg, these values are

greater than zero. Therefore, in Fig. 9(b), the point (Lt> Lg)=(1.9xl(f, 0) may

be estimated as a transition point from homogeneous or separated regime to

slug regime since there is no way without passing through this point. At this

fZ



point, the effective sonic speeds, X} and X2, of each fluid have almost the same

values of 470 and 440 (m/sec), respectively.



5. Characteristics of Surface Tension Thickness

Using the values Li and Lg, new mechanical definition of the characteristic

surface tension thickness can be introduced from Eq. (10) as the form,

S=4a/(Li+Lg), for the first time in the continuum mechanics. It is very close to

the form, 1~<JX/2C (here c is a constant, / is a measure of surface tension

thickness, and Xt is an isothermal compressibility), derived from van der

Waals/Cahn-Hilliard equation in the statistical mechanics[22]. It is applicable

when the liquid density is substantially larger than the gas density. This

empirical relation was also discovered by Egelstaffand Widom and Present. It

illustrates that the bulk and surface properties are closely related each other in

many ways. It should be noted that the surface tension thickness 5, I from the

both results have the same order of magnitude in angstrom unit. Fig. 10 shows

the surface tension thickness versus temperature (7) for several materials. The

two curves in Fig. 10 (A) represent the interfacial thickness between the

saturation water and the vapor, and that between the water and the air. The film

thickness of the former diminishes rapidly near the critical temperature due to

evaporation effect and that of the latter remains in a relatively narrow range,

approximately 1.1-1.6 A . The curves in Fig. 10 (B) represent the liquid-gas

interfacial thickness for other substances. All of them clearly show that the

thickness falls rapidly near the critical temperature, TC(K), which implies that the

different molecular characteristics are discernible.

In case of the homogeneous two-phase mixture, from the View point of

perfect mixing, each phase must have virtually the same averaged property.

Therefore, if we set LfzLg^pgCg2, the resulting characteristic thickness becomes

5=2o/pgCg
2 in order to satisfy mechanical equilibrium of a bubble in the liquid.



It is equivalent to initial bubble radius in homogeneous nucleation process[23].

In the nucleate boiling, the minimum radius of a bubble nuclei is represented by

R<,=2oT/pJi0o[24]. Here T, h, and 0o is a saturation temperature, a latent heat

of vaporization and an initial superheating temperature respectively. It should be

noted that both values of the minimum radii, 5 and Ro, have same order of

magnitude about lO^m for most two fluids. It should also be noted that the

initial bubble nucleation in a liquid can be expressed by a pure mechanical

process.

In conclusion, the surface tension thickness is newly defined quantitatively by

introducing new multipliers Z* as S=4o/(Li+Lg), and the multipliers have a

crucial role to distinguish the characteristic modes of the two fluids equation

system. Thanks to this new definition of surface tension thickness, the two fluids

equation system can now be formulated in a hyperbolic type long desired in the

continuum mechanics.



6. Application of FVS method for Two Fluids Flow

The three complete sets of eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors have

been derived. The major feature of the present model is that both eigenvalues

and eigenvectors can be expressed in analytical forms. This makes it possible to

apply FVS method in compliance with the direction of the characteristics.

New hyperbolic equation systems are developed for the one-dimensional

two-fluid two-phase flow, which are written as follow:

( 2 8 )dt dx

dt + dx

dt dX (3Q)

For simplicity, entropy is introduced as a major dependent variable to apply

FVS method. However, it can be easily extended to any other form of the

energy equation. For the purposes of application to two-phase two fluids model,

it is convenient to expand all derivatives in the conservation equations, and

rearrange to eliminate the density derivatives. The resulting system of equations

is summarized as follows:

Gas mass:



daf ag dp &xg agvg dp dvg

ct Cm ct dx (Zm dx dx a *\\

' * (32)
Liquid mass:

da, Ot dp da, a,v, dp dv,
dt C, dt dx C, dx dx

Gas momentum:
dv ffp dv da ctij

* ' dt * dx * * dx * dx dx ™* (1A\

Liquid momentum:

dv, dp dv, da:f cttt

dt dx dx dx dx "* f35")

Gas entropy:

ds os
(X p + CC O V —— = m

* a dx " ( 3 6 )

Liquid entropy:

ds, ds,
a,p, a+alPlvlax . , ^

Interfacial area:

dt + ' dx ' ( 3 g )

The coupled quasi-linear partial differential equation systems can be combined

in a compact matrix form

A + B C
dt dx ( 3 9 )

where the matrix A' and B' is for the time and space derivatives,



A =

P, 0 0 0 0

-Pi

0

0

0

0
0

— i

0

0

0
0

0

0

a,p.

0

0

0

0

0

0

«,pt

0
0

0

0

0

0

1
0

0

0

0

0
0
1

0

0

0

0

0
0

1 (40)

B =

PgV' c5"

0 0

0 0

0 0

a*p*

0

0

0

0

0

<*IPI

<x,Ptv,
0

0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0

0

o -i,Pfr

0 0

v, 0

0 0 (41)

U' is a state vector containing the major flow parameters, and C is source

vector implying the empirical correlation as well as external sources. The

expanded form of the conservation equation are used with the following state

vector containing the primitive dependent variables

u1

(42)

The system of governing equation can be simplified multiplying A'"1 which



yields

with the source vector

(43)

E' = A''1 C (44)

and the coefficient matrix

Gf =

p,afi+ftag pjng+ppg

p,2
/?
o
0
0

0
0
0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 °A^/
0 0

vf 0

0 V,

0 0

0
0

Q (45)

The FVS techniques[25] are based on the concept of Godunow assuming

piecewise constant state properties for the computational grids. The

discontinuities at the grid interface are treated as a series of Riemann problems

which are solved directly in the original Godunow method. The new time state

vector for the grids is then calculated by averaging over the grid length. The

conservative form of Eq. (43) can be written as follows by a similarity

transformation:



dx (46)

where new source matrix E and coefficient matrix H are represented as J- A'~l-C

and J-G'-J*1 respectively, where Jacobian transformation matrix J is 3V/3U'.

p. p- °

-Pi jk °

~Pivi

-Pist

0

a's

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0Pt

dP,
rr .... **- v

dP,

0

0

y dp, ^
*' ds^

0

dp,
ds,

0 (47)

The Jacobian transformation of Eq. (47) does not change the eigenvalues of the

coefficient matrix. Therefore, the eigenvalues of the new coefficient matrix H

remain same as that of G', A'^B' in Eq. (43). the new state vector V is defined

as follows.

a,P,s,

<*iPt*i

(48)



The conservative form of Eqs. (28)-(31) may be modified by introducing the

physical flux vector for the space derivative terms.

cht (49)

The physical flux vector F is expressed as follows.

F =

«IPIVISI

(50)

The terms Pifag-fin) in Eq. (50) have small values compared to the other

momentum fluxes and will be mentioned in detail in calculation results. The

coefficient matrix N is MK'1, where the Jacobian matrix K is expressed as

dF/cU' and M is the matrix to compensate the non-conservative pressure term.

For the discritization of Eq. (46), the Finite Volume Method has been applied to

the given grid space as shown in Fig. 11.



K -

-PIVI ^ r ° «JA o ai-frvi °
c, i*,

-prf-p-P, ^r-+or< ° ^/A". ° a ' ^ L v ' ~PtP"

Pt\h -^-*- ai^«*« ° ax-3T"Vt + a«^xv* ° °

- j - 0 o,p,j, 0 a^v^+a^v, 0

C, 0 Ct C, 0 0 C, (51)

(52)

Where physical flux F is defined at the grid interfaces and V is the volume

centered state vector. In order to obtain the flux F, Eq. (46) has to be

transformed for the fluxes F as follows.

f+Rf =a dx

New coefficient matrix R is derived from the Jacobian transformation of the

coefficient matrix G' in the form, R=KG'K' ! . From the approximate Riemann

solver which is schematically shown in Fig. 12, the splitted flux of F can be

expressed individually by the eigenvalue signs of the coefficient matrix R at the

center of volume,

) . P .

4" (54)



where X? and K represent individual positive and negative /1th components of

the eigenvalues of the diagonal matrix A^ , respectively, and where A^ have

three different matrices (/w=l,2 and 3) depending on the flow regimes as shown

in Table 3.

A.-cr'-G-T). (55)

The matrix T 1 can be defined that will diagonalize the matrix G. Left

eigenvectors for all the eigenvalues grouped together can be written as

(56)

In Eq. (52), the weighting procedure for the upstream and downstream fluxes

based on the characteristic signs, may be distinguished from the upwind

technique where the volume state parameters are taken from the upstream node

based on the sign of the phasic velocities.



7. Stability conditions for first-order FVS scheme

The stability conditions have been considered for FVS scheme of two-phase

equation system. In the linear equation, the stability condition is limited by the

Courant (CFL) number of equation, vAt/Ax<l. However, in the non-linear case,

the velocity term v is replaced by the function of the coefficient matrix R of Eq.

(53). If a local linearization is performed for a given flux vector V™ at node /'.

Eq. (52) becomes

V"+I =v;-—R'HR^D-CV, -VM)}'-{R-D.(VW-VJ)}"]

where R* = K G ^ K 1 and D=FV"\ The amplification matrix X=V+I/V" , can

be obtained by Non Neumann analysis as follows:

X = 1 - 2rY sin2 ̂  - h D sin<*
2 (58)

where Y=R"1(R+-R)D, /=(-l)1/2 and x=At/Ax. A numerical estimation of the

eigenvalues of X shows that they have maximum value for the high-frequency

limit <j>=n. Therefore the maximum eigenvalues of X, the spectral radius rQC), is

given by the spectral radius r(Y).

= l-2rr(Y) ( 5 9 )

The stability condition of FVS scheme of Eq. (57) is therefore given by

rl'L^1 (60)

where I yl max is the maximum eigenvalues of the matrix Y. Therefore, for FVS



scheme of two-phase hyperbolic equation system, CFL depends on the flow

parameters and the multipliers L/, Lg instead of the eigenvalue only in case of

the linearized CFL condition, t| Xl ,n«£l.



8. Numerical Verification

It has been demonstrated that three complete sets of the eigenvalues classify

all flow regimes. Therefore the present model can apply FVS method to all flow

regime separately by using Eqs. (52) through (54). In order to obtain the final

converged solutions, the calculation procedures are summarized as following

steps:

1. set the initial conditions and select a proper characteristic system

corresponding to the flow regime given by Table 3.

2. apply flux vector splitting method using the hyperbolic equation system

described in step 1 and calculate primitive state vector U from flux vector V.

3. go to next time step if relative values of L^Og-fki) are less then

allowable limit (here, lxlO"4) compared with other momentum fluxes, otherwise

repeat step 2 after modifying the source term of Eqs. (20 and (21)) to satisfy the

constraint of Eqs. (16) and (17) for a given value of /?.

For a numerical experiment, a closed vertical pipe has been chosen with

mixture of saturated liquid and vapor phases, of which void fraction and

pressure are 0.5 and 0.413 Mpa, respectively. Three calculations have been

performed for dispersed, slug and separated flow separately with the same given

initial conditions using 11 computational volumes (Fig. 13). Here only

interfacial drag and wall friction are considered as source terms.

Fig. 14 shows void fraction along the vertical height at different time values

in dispersed flow. Initially both phases are at rest, and then bubbles rise up

gradually by the buoyancy force. Because of different phasic velocities (Fig. 15-



16) between the upper and the lower part, the void fraction in the upper part is

slightly higher than that of the lower part after 1 second. It attributes to

difference in the pressure gradient along the vertical direction so that the

mixture density of the upper part is less than that of the lower part. A stable

liquid level is established at the middle section of the pipe eventually. In slug

flow, the void fraction at the top grew quickly at the beginning of the

calculation (Fig. 18), while other regions show its linear distribution. This

phenomenon happens because the vertically separated water-vapor sheets have

been compressed without change the flow regime like sandwich. After that, the

nonphysical instability has introduced at the bottom of the pipe when the initial

co-current flow has changed into inverted counter-current flow. It can not

sustain the slug flow regime any longer. It should be noted that slug flow regime

may be distinguished by the eigenvalues of the characteristic equation itself.

Finally, for separated flow, overall behavior is similar to that of the dispersed

flow as shown in Fig. 19. In the previous three kinds of calculations, the values

of Li/Og-fkii) added to the momentum equations were compared with the

momentum fluxes piFk+p Fig. 20 showed the ratios of Li^ag-(ki^ to pkW+p

versus time for the dispersed flow. This result have been obtained within one or

two iterations most of time.



9. Conclutions

A hyperbolic equation system for two fluids, two-phase flow has been

developed with a new concept. The pressure discontinuity at interface between

gas and liquid, which has been commonly neglected in basic two-phase models,

has been incorporated in the phasic momentum equations. To formulate the

pressure discontinuity, the Young's surface tension equation has been modified

by introducing the new concept named "surface tension thickness". The bulk

modulus of each phase in phasic momentum equations could change the present

two-phase equation system to three hyperbolic equation systems for three

different flow regimes. Each hyperbolic equation system provides real

characteristics with a physically reasonable meaning everywhere in state space.

In addition this paper finds out the fact that the density wave propagation

speeds given by characteristics show good agreement with experimental data

and other theoretical results. These eigenvalues and eigenvectors expressed

algebraically as functions of the major dependent flow parameters such that they

makes the application of the present model to FVS method possible.



Table 1. The Relationship between the Void Fraction and Interfacial Area
according to the Flow Regimes.

Flow
regimes
Bubbly flow

Slug flow

Churn flow

Annular-
mist flow

The relationship between the void fraction and interfacial area

3a

KSM

4.5(a-aGS} 3aasf \-a \
' D{l-a<B) /^U-aGJ

ASC^fa-a^^a^f \-a \
' D {l-aasJ R^ll-acJ

a
 4CAN \ « , « f3a ro

> |
' D p-aFD l - « r o U w J

Rsu'. mean radius of liquid droplets
aas'yoid fraction in liquid slug

D: pipe diameter
Ccf. roughness of large bubble surface

C^: roughness of liquid film
am', droplet volumetric fraction in gas core

am. related to entrainment amount



Table 2. The series of characteristic values due to Lk

Casel

Case 2(X.1,̂ ,2 and X7 are equal

to the case 1)

Case 2(X\,X2 and X7 are equal

to the case 1)

Case 4(^.1,^.2 and X7 are equal

to the case 1)

Case 5(kl,X2 and X7 are equal

to the case 1)

A u=v, ±Q

A3,4 =Vf ±CgJ fl+ ql

icr—p^—

X -I ±'JP'a'C<+P'a'C!

Au=v,±C,

X} 4 = vg ± Ct I a\Pl ' r

1 aiP'°'

30



Table 3. Comparison of effective and total sound speeds

VModel

Flow N.

regime \ .

Dispersed

flow

Slug flow

Separated

flow

Present results

A - c f
y,al(?t+platC*

Cf,
q-

cc / - a

[ '".'̂

',Cg+agC,

^ \ a'P,cl
1 T i l r-l s*l

V P.ct-iC, +Pi<x.Q

C I "'^
ip,alC«t+platf

Nguyen results

1 J P'C'
•' 'ip.afil+p.a.C?

X -c\ f t^ r

C ' *.& + *.&

c c'c'

, c
 a>P&

"' ^p&q+mtf

, _ c ; " ^
'ip.a&+pp£

c' «•&+'•&;

31



Figure 1. Spherical interface model with finite thickness S.

A (Gas)

P

I (Liquid)

A p>
o j '- * *

Figure 2. Two steps of pressure change occur across the surface tension thickness Sdue

to the different bulk moduli, U and Lg: These characteristic pressure changes are related

to the earlier Guggenheim's two dividing surfaces.
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Figure 3. Propagation mechanism of density wave for two-phase flows
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Figure 4 Comparison of speed of sound (water-vapor dispersed flow)
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Figure 5. Comparison of speed of sound (water-vapor dispersed flow)
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Figure 6. Comparison of speed of sound (water-air slug flow)
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Figure 7. Comparison of speed of sound (water-vapor separated flow)
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Figure 8. Comparison of speed of sound (water-air separated flow)
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Figure 9. (a): Eigenvalue map for real or complex,
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Figure 10. Surface tension thickness Sis plotted by Eq. 10. (Physical properties are taken

from White, F. M. Viscous Fluid Flow, McGraw Hill, New York, 1991, and

Thermophysical Properties of Fluids, JSME Data Book, 1982.)
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Figure 11. Space discretization for one-dimensional flow

Figure 12. Approximate Riemann solver for FVS method

for n* order eigenvector
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Figure 13. Pipe nodalization
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Figure 14. Void distribution at different time instants (water-vapor dispersed flow)
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Figure 15. Liquid velocity at different time instants (water-vapor dispersed flow)
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Figure .16. Gas velocity at different time instants (water-vapor dispersed flow)
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Figure 17. Interfacial ares velocity at different time instants (water-vapor dispersed flow)
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Figure 18. Void ftaction at diiferent time instants (water-vapor slug flow)
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